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 He's initially embarrassed to be spotted around her, but after the cops turn out to be involved in a brawl with him at a
restaurant, he walks over and gives her a hug. He soon becomes a regular at the elders' home, and even makes his way up the

ladder of power. As the episode ends, a teary-eyed Jahnvi assures Munna that she is his and she can do anything for him, much
to his joy. This episode ends with both "Munna Bhai" and "Jahnvi" being shown in the title, implying that Munna will meet

Jahnvi again in the future. In "Munna Bhai Mai Baap", Munna is now nicknamed 'Mai Bhai' and he's known as 'Munna Bhai the
Great' (Munna Bhai May Madar). He's now more powerful than he was in the previous two episodes. The episode starts with a

petty thief from "Munna Bhai and Friends" stealing Munna's mobile phone. Munna, after finding out, tries to retrieve his phone,
but the thief is able to get away. Munna decides to go to the police station and request them to look into the matter. He later
meets with Inspector Handa and explains the issue to him. Handa advises Munna to form a team of his own to hunt down the
thief, and promises to look into the matter as soon as he returns from work. When Munna returns to his house, he receives a
phone call from Handa, who informs him of the thief's address. Munna goes over to the address and, after locating the thief,
chases him and throws him into a garbage bin. The thief is taken to the police station and the police let Munna know that the

thief is in custody. Munna goes to the police station, talks to the thief and he tells him that he's his best friend, and he's just done
what he did for no reason. Munna asks the thief what he needs, and the thief replies that he needs Munna's help. Munna helps

him get a job and Munna makes him wear a cap, in case someone recognizes him. Munna tries to keep him close to himself, and
when the thief has trouble at work, Munna goes over to the job and helps him. Munna is overjoyed to see the thief again and

promises to help him more in the future. When Munna is around the thief 82157476af
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